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, Aware -
licit.; abdicated that . It is possible for entities to share karma ; to take till karma for others . In one of Cayce ' s read-
ings, a you nil Ouy was involved in a ear accident and died from it . Ills parents had a reading on it and aske d
Cayce if they ('ould take on the boy's karma, and Cayce replied that only the entity himself could work off his
karma and no one could take on another's karma . Would Awareness comment on this? "

( OHMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this message as tiartivul&rly fitting at that time in that articular situation, wherei n
the entity had already passed on . This Awareness indicates that the action of taking on karma for others is an
old and well established action . This Awareness reminds entities that the entity Jesus was one who was said t o
have taken on the sins (if the world . This Awareness indicates this a :s an action of taking on the karma of man -
kind through his own life and death piaicess . This Awareness indicates that taking on the karma of others is i n
effect simply assisting others to avoid the problems which would occur if no one did anything to prevent that
occurrence .

This Awareness indicates that wherein ten entities are in a course of action which will result in a certai n
(41 .11 of a negative nature, and one entity is capable of preventing that negative effect from occurring, an d
take: on the responsibility for helping those ten to avoid that effect, essentially that entity has taken on th e
karma r?i others . This Awareness indicates that this does not necessarily mean that the others have learned any-
ihing from it, or that they will not turn around and do something equally in error, and that they will appreciat e
what the entity has done, but it does mean that the entity has reprieved these ten from the karma of that part-
icular experience .
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GRACE --THE ACTION THAT TRANSCENDS KARM A

This Awareness indicates that there is that action which transcends karma, or cause and effect, which ma y
he classed as 'alchemical' or as ' Grace ' , 'i'his Awareness indicates tins occurs when entities are enlightened, an d
suddenly realize the error of a particular course of action and learn the proper approach, or wisdom, in regar d
to that action, therefore, avoiding any further action in that direction and turning their energies toward some -
thing which is more conducive to better action .

This Awareness indicates that for example, an entity ill\ calved in war or violence may suddenly discover the
error in the entire action, throw down his weapon and leave, and move into actions of healing others . Thi s
Awareness, indicates that such action can result in a lord of overcoming, or Grace, which may relieve the entity
from any adverse karma which might have been tine him from previous actions up to that time . This Awareness
indicates that this depends on each individual situation and the degree of change, or remorse for errors, an d
the level of guilt involved in proportion to the crime, or error of the situation . This Awareness indicates tha t
each situation varies by many different Considerations .

1AKttJG ON WOHID KARMA SY THE LIGHT WORKER S
QUES'T'ION:

It seems like, in relation to the light Workers taking ore the karma of the world, this a general application
that could work well . Yet, others have written in askint about taking on the karma of others--often someon e
in their family they see is suffering--and it seems to me that the reason why one couldn't: take on their karm a
in the same sense, is because the victim alight. be cheated out of the personal growth and evolvement whic h
that situation presented Is that . correct ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicate :: that cesenthiliy, entities do in one sense, take on the karma of anJ entity who m
they assist . This Awareness indicate ;; that wherein you see an entity suffering and you stop to assist: that . entity ,
if that suffering is the result. of karma for that entity and you expend energy to alleviate some of the suffering,
you are In essence, taking on some of the hat ma due this entity, This Awareness indicates however, that thi s
may also he seen from still another frame of reference : that it is the good karma of that entity who is suffer -
ing to have such a one as you come along to help eliminate some of the Suffering .

This A vareness indicates that the concept, of karma is likened unto cause and effect ; that these laws of cause
and effect. are in operation . This Awareness indicates however, that entities who interfere with an operation a t
a particular point, or in a particular circumstance, f.ey altering the process of cause and effect by adding anothe r
cause, cir Interfering with the firer cause of a situation ; such entities may affect the outcome, and in so doing ,
eliminate some of the karma or change the karmic outcome. This Awareness indicates that in this kind of con-
cept, wherein entities perceive the word 'karma ' as cause and effect, tt becomes more simplified as a concept t o
understand this almost as a series of lovers for an engineering or mechanical machine whereby entities can easily
see the ups and downs of these levers and the influence elf an Interference to the movement of such a lever .Thi s
Awareness indicates teat. in this manner, entities may grasp a more vivid picture of the nature of karma .

This Awareness indicates also, that the nature o f
Grace is that . whereby an entity caught in the machin -
ery of karma is simply takers out where the entity may
look at the entire wheel of karma and see all of the
levers, and realize that . this need not be, for these are
all also but energies of form, created by collectiv e
miles and rhythms and balances which may be trans-
cended by consciousness itself . This Awareness indic-
ates that this is the nature of Grace, wherein a highe r
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identification, identification with that which is a
higher spiritual being, allows the entity to tran-
scend the involvement. of trying to work. ou t
all of the little details in order to be balance d
and flee from any obligations to anyone, o r
any other forces .

This Awareness indicates that entities who think in terms of karma as being a hind of punishment given ou t
to those who have moved excessively in e direction of error, this Awareness indicates that, while this is a kin d
of secondary effect of' the Law of Karma , it is not intended simply to be a kind of punishment for entities ;
rather, it is natural law of balance, whereby an entity who moves too far in one direction, must: swing back in
f.he other direction, for everything is cyclicso long as entities remain on `the wheel'.

This Awareness indicates again, there is that otipoit.unity for identifying with those forces of higher spiritua l
nature, so th :,I the wheel of matter is not the identified home of an entity, but rather the spirit becomes th e
home of the entity and the matte ; is but tdie temporaty dwelling which the entity is dealing with . This Aware-
ness indicates that wherein until :xs recognize they do not belong to the realm of material existence, but ar e
here for a spiritual purpose, then entities can easily identify with the spirit, and it becomes very clear as to th e
proper place of material concerns .
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This Awareness indicates that you do not simply escape the material realm and the laws of matter, such a s
cause and effect, or karma ; you are able to enter into and deal with these laws, but you do not identify your-
self to such a degree that you are caught up in the play, in the illusion . You recognize the illusion as one enter s
and watches a movie in a theatre, seeing that this is, in fact, but a movie . This Awareness indicates you do no t
allow yourself to become so absorbed with the movie that you believe you are one of the characters involve d
and caught in the plot . This Awareness indicates if this occurs, such an entity would be in deep trouble, fo r
the entity would carry home all of that. identification into other areas of his or her life .

This Awareness indicates that rather, you involve yourself to some extent as is necessary for the full enjoy-
ment, or occupation, required by the illusion, the play, the matter, the material business you are involved in ;
but you always realize that in fact, you are a Spiritual being who has involved Itself in matter for the purpose
of bringing about some kind of action that raises the consciousness of others in order to free them of `th e
wheel', along with remaining free of `the wheel' in your own activities .

This Awareness indicates that in some instances, you may find it necessary to become more identified wit hthe material games ; but in so doing, you must always recall landmarks and paths and ways out, so that you d o
not become hypnotized by the material games, but that you can extract yourself when necessary and approp-
riate, and move your identification with its entire attention back to identification with the spiritual source o fyour being .

THE LAW OF KARMA is that Law wherein entities arrange within themselves ,
on any level, to make just payment for any action committed that affects th e
welfare of oneself or another . THE LAW OF KARMA is irrevocable end ma y
be depended upon to bring those who stray from the LAW OF UNITY bac k
into balance through this Divine Justice of the Universe .

(From the Cosmic Laws of Cosmic Awareneness) $3,00 from C .A .C .

More on the great symbols of consciousnes s
Lennon, Monroe, Sinatra, King, the Kennedy .

JOHN LENNON---THE SACRIFICIAL LAM B

(DID HE TAKE ON THE KARMA OF NEW YORK ? l

QUESTION :

In relation to the Great Intercession of the Higher Energies—bid John Lennon take on (or work oft') Ne w
York City's karma, or a degree of it . by his violent death? Was this part of his spiritual purpose?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this appears to have been an action which was brought on through certai n
forces, but brought on from an agreement, of the Inner Plane and of John Lennon on a subconscious leve l
with those of the Inner Plane, to assist in creating a flashpoint in consciousness that would energize through -
out the planet, the concept of peace with such force that its impact would be felt by entities who did not even
have any real concern or affection or respect for John Lennon as a person .

This Awareness indicates that this entity as having been used by consciousness and forces of the inner Plan e
as a kind of sacrificial lamb . This Awareness indicates that this does not preclude the indication that there were
forces in the physical plane which contributed to this entity's death . This Awareness indicates that essentially ,
this was more than a mere physical occurrence, having greater implications, and these implications will be
better understood in retrospect .

This Awareness indicates that entities in looking back at the symbols which have been used in consciousness
for identification purposes, this Awareness indicates these symbols personified as individuals, such as the sex
symbol--Marilyn Monroe, or the honorable John F . Kennedy, or the prophet Martin Luther King,---these ent-
ities and others of the various groups such as musicians, whose followers created sub-cultures under their sym-
bols or leaders, these various symbols or individuals used as symbols for certain identification purposes of th e
mass-mind, to raise the mass-mind to certain attitudes or feelings, or hopes, or ideals ; these entities serving as
models for emulation,---these entities as symbols for the masses, may he looked at in retrospect, looking bac k
in time, and entities may observe that as each of these symbols was "put out", certain changes occurred in th e
mass-mind ; the followers began to take on certain of the qualities of those who Lad been removed as symbols .

This Awareness indicates that even as Christ served as a symbol for those principles for which he stood ; once
crucified, then his followers took on those qualities . This Awareness indicates that likewise, even today, the
various symbols which have been brought into focus and which have been removed, leave in their stead follow-
ers who are taking on those qualities of that one who is now gone .

3 .



This Awareness indicates that there are many who emulate and imitate these various symbols . There are
many reflections of Elvis Presley, of Marilyn Monroe and others, of the various rock stars who are now gone ,
of the various country-western singers who are now gone, of the various popular and jazz artists who are no w
gone. This Awareness indicates there are imitators of Caruso, and these other artists, singers, dancers and pub-
lic personalities.

This Awareness indicates that as long as the original is present, others do not feel the urgency to challeng e
or to attempt so much to bring out those qualities of themselves, but rather they study the original and see k
to understand what it is this entity, this symbol has to say . This Awareness indicates that when the symbol i s
removed, then entities begin to realize those missing qualities of leadership will forever be gone, unless some -one carries them on ; and in this realization, entities begin to imitate and take on those qualities which they
remember from the model symbol which they once observed .

This Awareness indicates there are many entities now who are willing to spend their lives devoted to bring-
ing peace upon this planet, even at the expense of becoming outrageously unorthodox to get attention, to hav e
things printed, or to have an audience whereby they can promote concepts of peace . There are millions of suc hentities now who are more inclined to this kind of action because of the existence and lifestyle and total exp-
erience in the human theatre that was John Lennon .

`e-

This Awareness indicates that there are many who object to certain of John Lennon 's behavior . There ar e
many who object to the behavior of Marilyn Monroe . There are many who object to the personal behavior o f
John F. Kennedy, or Martin Luther King, or Robert Kennedy . There are many who object to the personal exp-
ressions of almost any entity who could be named ; yet all of these, (though possibly justified in terms of objec-
tionable qualities), must be looked at from a more encompassing view to put those lives in perspective to th e
historic effect on human consciousness, and must. recognize the greater significance of their experience, rather
than simply the mundane, petty, physical expressions of such entities .

This Awareness indicates that the entity Frank Sinatra as one who has for many years served as a symbol .
'['his entity symbolizing the feelings of love of one individual for another, experiencing the compassion, th e
hurt, the joy of relationship of one individual for anot her. This entity as having been involved in action s
bringing forth great charitable works for many who suffered and assisting those in need . This Awareness ind-
icates this entity as also having been involved in controversial situations, whereby the entity has met with dis-
approval of others and has, himself, been disapproving of others . This Awareness indicates that there are man y
entities who look upon this singer, this minstrel, as one who is out of place, and having a distaste for this entit y
because of certain real or imagined flaws in his character .

This Awareness indicates that many of these entities, seeing this man and his life, look at others and recog-
nize that they too have flaws, but the others' flaws are more acceptable, This Awareness indicates there ar e
many entities who can accept the flaws of John Lennon, but who reject the flaws of Frank Sinatra . This Aware-
ness indicates there are also others who accept . the flaws of Frank Sinatra, but who despise the flaws of Joh n
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Lennon . This Awareness suggests that all of these and others, wherein entities look at their symbols and see
the errors in the symbols, see their models as being imperfect, see their gods standing with feet in mud ; entities
must recognize not just the errors and the mud, but also the contributions being made, and must recognize als o
that these contributions are often being made by entities who have no greater power, no greater strength, no
greater courage than any other entity on this plane, but who are simply attempting to do something worth -
while to give others more hope, to share themselves with others, to give something which they have, that others
may prosper and enjoy themselves more .

This Awareness indicates that . the fact that an entity may have a flaw should not prevent others from enjoy-
ing those qualities which arc beautiful, worthwhile and uplifting . This Awareness indicates than the entit y
Frank Sinakrajm&gceived much more criticism than deserved .Thisentity as being much more truthful than.
entities have believed . The enti

	

in been involved in the underworld as i an have accused . This
w 'eness inc tcates t at. there are many accusations which this entity has endured, simp y ecat iu it was tha t

his role as a symbol created suspicion and jealousy and led to false accusations, or in many cases, exaggerations
of situations .

This Awareness indicates It uses this entity as a symbol to remind others that there are many who serve a s
models : your parents, your children, your friends, your civic leaders . This Awareness indicates that there ar e
many entertainers who serve as models, and many of these entities endure certain difficulties in their model-
ing process . Many are weak in certain areas, while gloriously strong in others . This Awareness indicates tha t
entities who seek to evaluate these models simply by one action or one quality, are selling their models shor t
and are selling themselves the "short . end of the stick " , because wherein entities see only the flaws in others ,
ur pounce upon these flaws with criticism, they emphasize the flaws and miss out, on all of the good which wa s
given .

A SIMPLE TEST FOR CHOSE WHO CRITICIZE----WHO SEE ONLY THE FLAWS IN OTHER S

This Awareness indicates if you don't, understand this in looking at entities such as John Lennon or Fran k
Sinatra or Martin Luther King, or John F . Kennedy, or any of these many public figures, then look at th e
models of your own family, -- your parents, your children, your older brother or sister . Ask yourself if in eval-
uating this entity, "i like the entity, and accept . the entity in spite of any flaws " , or "Do I dislike the entit y
because of such flaws so much that I can't appreciate the good which the entity has offered and given? " This
Awareness indicates if you still can't understand this principle, then ask yourself, "I.f my children looked at
me, would !hey see an all-good model, or would they see some flaws? And if they saw these flaws, would the y
simply remember my errors and forget all of the good 1 have to offer?"

This Awareness indicates that . in looking very carefully at . the very attitude of criticism and focusing on the
errors of others . you may discover a very strong lesson and characteristic within your own thinking, and i f
you should discover that you have over-emphasized your judgmental faculties in finding flaws of others, yo u
may also discover that this very action is the result of having flaws within yourself, seeing flaws within your -
self which you have not accepted, do not . recognize, cannot reconcile .

This Awareness indicates that if you can accept yourself with your errors, you can also accept others wit h
their errors, and you can observe and enjoy the good which comes from these others, even if brought to you
on platter of error and flaws ; for it is the greater path to emphasize that which is the highest and best i n
every entity, in every situation, in every circumstance, rather than emphasizing only the flaws which are there .
This Awareness indicates there are times when flaws must be observed . When these are observed in order to
bring about a change, looking at flaws is necessary . This Awareness indicates however, entities who look a t
any flaws in the life of one who cannot change because the entity is no longer present, are simply passin g
judgment, on that entity .

This Awareness indicates the entity John Lennon, while having made many mistakes in his life and having
lived a life which had flaw:; in it, (according to certain value systems), can be summarized by some entities a s
having been " no good, and it's good that the world is rid of him." This Awareness indicates however, others
can look at this entity and look at the good which he brought to the world ; and in so looking, these entitie s
shall reap a reward, and enjoy the good which he gave ; while the others, who see only the flaws, will sit wit h
hostility each time they hear his name . This Awareness asks which is the better attitude : to seek to find flaw s
in others, or to seek to find the best in others'?

This Awareness indicates finding flaws in others is only of any value at . all wherein there is hope, opportun-
ity, invitation or desire by the entity to have these flaws brought out for reconciliation. This Awareness indic-
ates that once an entity is dead to this life, the flaws of the entity 's life are of little value to others, but the
good which the entity may have brought about. can be accepted and enhanced, and from such, more good ma y

*** *

Jesus said, "Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the Children of Cod" .

John Lennon said, "Give peace a chance . Make love, not war" .

Jesus said, "This commandment 1 give unto you--that you love one another " .

Jolm Lennon said, "All you need is love" . (Yeah, Yeah, Yeah! )

grow .

ED's Ncite :
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WHAT EFFECT IN CONSCIOUSNESS DID YOKO ONO' S
MEDITATION FOR JOHN LENNON HAVE ?

QUESTION :

One last point in relation to the Juhn Lennon experience : instead of a funeral, Yoko Ono requested a world-
wide meditation of Peace, Love and Light in memory of John . Avaton and I went to this gathering here in
Olympia (there were about 200 people), and this was the most, moving thing Pd ever been involved in ; and I
wondered at that time if there must have been a great alchemical effect at that moment ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this in the affirmative . 'Phis Awareness indicates that there are millions of entities
upon this plane who have been touched by this meditation, by this message, whose hearts are of a different
vibration, and cannot as easily accept violence as a way of life . This Awareness indicates that these entitie s
having felt this message, have been lifted some degree toward more peaceful inclinations .

(Closing Message) :

	

Marling the Rational Mind with Go d

This Awareness indicates that in giving attention to polarities in concepts, in ideas, in the observation o f
your world, of your models,, of your associates---seeing the good a d bad, the right and wrong, the progres s
and limitations ; seeing the polarized experiences, attitudes, actions, plus or minus, yes or no, true or false ,
good or bad, right or wrong,---all of these polarized was of looking at . yourself, your world, and others is th e
natural inclination and role of the rational mind, the computer mind . This Awareness indicates that this rat-
ional computer mind evolves into higher being as it learns to discern what, polarities need to be emphasize d
and continued, and which polarities are simply foolish indulgence and entrapments .

This Awareness indicates that when the rational mind is capable of dropping the many unnecessary judg-
ments of right and wrong, and looking at the greater polarities of growing or ceasing to grow, of evolvin g
toward Light or sinking toward ignorance,---wherein the entity can look at these higher polarities and avoid
all of the multitude of little criticisms and polarized attitudes, then the rational mind begins to evolve an d
grow toward wisdom . And when this teaches a high enough Ievel of consciousness, whereby all polaritie s
merge together into a single Oneness of acceptance of the universe and each part of the actions : pro and
con, right and wrong, good and evil, yes and no,---wherein all of these can be accepted in a moment, the n
there is that evolvement, of the rational mind where it becomes One with the Father, and in so doing ,
transmutes into the Light, the Truth, the Way of Christ .

***ewe

SERVING ANIMAL FLESH TO CUSTOMERS ( When you know better )
DOES THIS CREATE BAD KARMA ?

QUESTION :

A question from E .W. of Mission, Texas : "My husband and I have a small

	

. ;
barbecue restaurant . We quit for a while,-?about 9 months,---hecause I i
didn 't, like serving meat, smoked at that, to people already in poor health ,
plus serving them sodas . It seems as though we 're stuck, as we needed
money so we reopened . I was able to rationalize that

	

' er —Illrt"
they would get and eat these foods anyway and a

m making them happy. Do you think a person who shoul d
know better can cause themselves bad karma by doin g
something which may he harmful to others, eve n
though it is very popular? My huslxmd has n o
convictions against it" ,

COSMIC AWARENESS :
This Awareness suggests that you may mak e

gradual changes in the physical application of you r
new levels of awareness . This Awareness suggests that ,
for example, you may begin adding more wholesom e
food to your menu . That whole-grain breads, for example ;
and other items may be added to your menu in an
action that assists others who may patronize you r
restaurant to begin a slight alteration in their diet . Thi s
Awareness suggests you not. worry yourself greatly i n
regards to the present situation and the serving of meat .

This Awareness indicates that this as being a situatio n
that will gradually change, and that the change in custo m
and of the dietary condition in this culture shall be of a
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gradual nature. This Awareness suggests that it is more hazardous to develop great guilt feelings in regards t o
this action than to start making gradual changes . This Awareness suggests that It does not wish you to becom e
involved in upheavals in your life, but suggests that the general focus be toward changing to an occupatio n
which is more satisfying to you .

WEANING ENTITIES AWAY FROM FLESH-EATIN G

More on keeping the body health y

This Awareness suggests that this will require a gradual feeding of concepts to your husband, so that he, too ,
can accept the gradual changes which you are promoting .

This Awareness indicates that in regards to the action eating beef, this Awareness suggests that these animal s
are of a particular consciousness wherein they do not experience great anxiety in regards to the slaughter, an d
in fact recognize that as being their purpose as they move into these conditions whereby they are brought t o
the market . This Awareness indicates that these entities essentially as being of a highly intelligent level as fa r
as animals are concerned, the intelligence being somewhat higher than most animals, yet lower than that o f
man : but the entities not having the rational, thinking mind which the human possesses, but still having th e
intuitive mind, much resembling that of the human . This Awareness indicates therefore, these entities know
what is occurring in a general sense from the intuitive level . *

This Awareness indicates that these entities also not feeling the same kind of terror which the rational huma n
feels at the concept of death, because these entities do not recognize death as such, do not recognize death as a n
end, but, intuitively understand that it is but a change . This Awareness indicates the rational mind of humans
has created the finite type of consciousness which sees everything as having beginning and end, and segment s
and fragmentations, and this is the thinking process in humans which creates such a fear and terror of the deat h
process . This Awareness indicates however, that there are certain energies in beef which, if indulged in continu-
ously and excessively, can have much harmful effects on the health of humans ; and therefore--if for no other
reason, this Awareness suggests that entities be cautious about indulging in the eating of beef .

This Awareness suggests that there are som e
benefits for some entities in eating beef unde r
certain conditions.---this being well-understoo d
by doctors, and nutritionists,--particularl y
in regards to the temporary use of beef fo r
a restoration of energies, vitamin and min -
erals in a situation where this needs to be

	

tii
done quickly .

	

ltll
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This Awareness indicates however, that

	

a l
there are also other foods besides beef which

	

i
can give entities the vitamins, minerals an d
proteins ; and that the movement away fro m
the beef as that which can assist entities in dis-
covering the alternatives; --this being in the areas of grain and nuts, fruit and vegetables . This Awareness ind-
icates that these areas of the vegetarian diet will prove to he helpful to many entities in restoring their health ;
particularly after they have been involved in heavy use of meats, fats, sugars and starches .

This Awareness indicates that much information has already been given in the area of diet and this needs no t
be repeated, yet this Awareness wishes you to research and focus on the alternative diets, so that you supplem-
ent your menu with certain of these alternatives to assist in the gradual changing of the appetites of your cust-
omers.

This Awareness suggests also that you add herbal teas t :o your menu . That, you add salads and fruit dishe s
and that you may also consider various types of avocado dishes, cheese dishes, and perhaps more vegetabl e
varieties to your menu, This Awareness indicates also that, fish products of a greater variety may add to th e
gradual change which you desire . That these alternatives of fish or fowl, particularly untried if possible, thes e
can he a wholesome variety and a step away from the heaviness of the barbecued beef .

This Awareness' suggests that you may consider the change over a period of time, and while this is occurring ,
that you not energize feelings of frustration or guilt, but that you consider this period as a time whereby yo u
are assisting in bringing about a gradual change in the tastes of your customers .

This Awareness suggests that you might select to give specials on those foods which are further away fro m
the heaviness of beef or pork, so that the price influence can assist in swaying entities toward the alternativ e
foods. This Awareness suggests also a salad bar as being perhaps an incentive to customers, particularly wherei n
this is separated from the beef and wherein this can be used in its own separate way for those who wish bu t
soup or salad without the main, heavy meal .

	

**se *

ED's Note : It still , freaks many of our readers out when Awareness refers to animals and birds etc. as 'entities` . However I t
has explained how all consciousness evolves, the 144 aspects of an entity, and how certain of these, aspects are identified wit h
the souls of animals . For more information on this subject, please refer .to the book, "Thinking And Destin y" by Percival which
is available from C.A .C . (See Book Catalog) .

For more information on vegetarianism and diet, please refer to 'Revelations of Awareness' No. 75 . 76 ($2 .00) ; 78 .20 (All about.
Cancer)$2 .00 ; 78-39 (Why the pig is unclean nwat)$2 .00 ; 80 .17 (blow to Heal the Body, Mind, Emotions & Spirit ;$3 .00 ; her e
available from C .A .C . 7 .



(Getting back to the original question )

WHAT ARE THE KARMIC IMPLICATIONS IN A CASE LIKE THIS ?

Some puiduiines to tallow when pursuing an idea l

QUESTION :

Would Awareness discuss the karmic implications of a case like this or of other entities like this lady who say s
a person who should know better can cause themselves bad karma by doing something which may be harmfu l
to others? There's probably a lot of people who are aware of certain things, but are engaged in the business o f
making money and a living serving these things to others ; and knowing this . is there any karmic repercussions
when they continue to do this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that there is always that time-lapse between the time wherein an entity become s
enlightened and understands something on the conscious level and the time wherein the entity accepts tha t
on an intense, subconscious level that they can no longer participate in the action which their conscious min d
has previously rejected . This Awareness indicates that until this reaches a point wherein the entity totally feel s
compelled to cease and desist in a particular action, this Awareness suggests that the entity simply observe an d
be aware and not energize guilt, but recognize and look for alternatives for their effort to earn a living .

This Awareness suggests that these entities in this particular situation could sell the barbecue business an d
get out of the business and so something else ; but the barbecue business would still go on, and therefore al l
these entities would have done is i .o extract themselves from any guilt involved . This Awareness indicates that .
the entities could also continue their business and begin to make changes or alterations, converting this barbe-
cue business into soniethirtg which is not so difficult for them to accept .

This Awareness indicates that this could be turned into a seafood house, or into serving other foods whic h
are somewhat less unacceptable to them . This Awareness indicates that as this occurs, the energies on th e
karmic implications will diminish . This Awareness indicates that at a later time, the entities may even fee l
conscientiously unable to serve seafood or fowl or any form of meat, fish, or fowl, and the entities may wis h
t.o make further changes . This Awareness indicates that the entities may then eventually choose to create a
sprout-house, serving only grains and sprouts and dairy products and salads, until they perhaps later begin to
feel anxiety about. serving dairy products, and decide to drop these items also .

This Awareness indicates that the entities could then move on to another level, and begin feeling guilty
about . tat-Mg sprouts . for these sprouts are living beings, and wish to continue their purposes and actions, an d
these entities may decide to become breathairians,--living only on air, water and light . This Awareness indicates
that it is it very personal thing, a very gradual thing ; and that entities need not be put in positions of feelin g
guilty about what, they eat, for it is more that which colueth out of the mouth than that which entereth the
mouth, that. defilcth the soul .

This Awareness indicates that the progress of an entity's soul development is not measured by the diet, bu t
by the love, by the awareness, by the response of an entity to the needs of others . This Awareness indicates
that the diet will follow in proper course . The diet will follow as the body makes its changes and demands th e
diet change . This Awareness indicates thatt bodies have a way of letting entities know that the diet is no longe r
acceptable .

This Awareness indicates that those who are sensitive to these body feelings, can make the proper change s
on their own ; those who are so wrapped in appetite that. they cannot feel their body needs, may require the
service of a doctor or other advisor : This Awareness suggests that there are many entities on many levels o f
development . There are many entities who are very strict in their vegetarian diets, but who have very littl e
conscience in terms of their moral responsibilities to one another or to certain sexual relationships . This
Awareness indicates there are others who have intense sexual concerns and who are highly moral in terms o f
sexual attitudes, but who wholeheartedly believe that God meant for entities to eat meat, and that was wh y
meat was created .

This Awareness indicates there are many, many ways of looking at what is right and what is wrong, an d
entities must learn to he somewhat tolerant of one another and must learn to be merciful to one another 's
lifestyle . Yet entities must learn also to express their feelings without putting, or attempting to put, guilt upon
the shoulders of another for their lifestyle .

This Awareness suggests also that you not place guilt upon yourself for not living up to your ideals, for the
very nature of an ideal is to give you a goal toward which you may move . This Awareness indicates that if yo u
have reached your ideal it is no longer an ideal, but a lifestyle . This Awareness suggests that to feel guilty abou t
not attaining your ideal only will hinder you in your progress or efforts . This Awareness suggests that there is
world enough and time. That entities need only look and be aware of where you are, how you are, what yo u
are doing ; where you wish to go, how you plan to reach that place, and when you hope to arrive .
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This Awareness indicates that entities must also look at the ramifications of their intentions, as these affec t
others about them . This Awareness suggests that as you move toward your ideals, you must recognize that this
movement will have its affect on others who are close to you, and you must either establish close communicat-
ion to assure these that you are still close to them, or these entities may feel that your change is a threat t o
them, and division may creep into your relationship .

This Awareness suggests that diet at this time in the human condition, is quickly becoming an issue whic h
can divide many entities from one another, much as sex or religion attitudes of previous times divided familie s
or friends or associates or nations . This Awareness indicates that entities of one generation grow up with certai n
taboos about sex, and spend their lives working through these taboos,---only to discover that the next generat-
ion has no taboos at all regarding sex, but throw about guilt feelings regarding diet ; and the generation whic h
finally overcame its taboos about sex, is now being told that it is guilty for eating those foods which it wa s
trained to eat .

This Awareness indicates that the changes which humanity is experiencing are frustrating . Yet these frust-
rations are designed to awaken the feelings, sensitivity, and the awareness of individuals in their efforts t o
communicate and fit into the society, which is in flux and which is moving toward something entirely differ-
ent. from what has been . This Awareness suggests that entities be patient, tolerant with themselves and others
as much as is conveniently possible .
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CANADA'S TRUI,IEAU---WHAT GIVES WITH HIS "NEW CONSTITU'T'ION" ?
( More on the Beast in Canada )

QUESTION :

A question from S .R., of Toronto, Ontario : "I would like to ask a question of Awareness pertinent to al l
Canadians, and I am sure Its answer would be of import to all Americans as well . The query is this : Aware-
ness, there is a great debate in progress in Canada at this moment. in regards to entrenching a new Constitut-
ion . The whole issue appears to have been manufactured through the entity of Prime Minister Trudeau . There
are many people in this country who mistrust his motives and his means . I know that he has a number of Tri-
lateral Commission members in his close circle and that he is a member of the International Society o f
Fabian Socialists . He has a close rapport, with men like Henry Kissinger and he is connected to the Black Ill-
uminati through the Jesuits . I do not like to use the word, but there is something very `evil' about this man .
l : cringe just to look at him . His whole constitution smacks of the New World Order--the One World Govern-
ment . I detect a very noticeable alien influence through this man . Can Awareness corroborate any of my
feelings and perhaps add a few insights on this man 's intentions and of what influence he is under? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that your insights as valid . This Awareness indicates that thi s
entity as associated with that group which is pushing for the One World Order . This Aware-
ness suggests that the new Constitution as that . which would in fact lead to certain greate r
controls and have loopholes or openings which could allow for even further oppression t o
be added at later times. This Awareness suggests that entities study this new Constitutio n
enough to spot those areas which are altered from the older Constitution and which woul d
allow for greater misuse of power at a later time .

This Awareness indicates that it may be valuable also for this Constitution to be com -
pared with the Constitution prepared by the institute in Santa Barbara which, under Ford
Foundation grants, created the Constitution for the Rockefeller powers which would tur n
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the uni ted Stales int o a ltnitesd Socialist. Itcpuhlic with 'regions ' replacin g the States, This Awareness indicates
that this Constitution may be routparesd earefuily with that which is proposed in Canada for parallels ; this i s
available 1ltrot Ii previous C .A.C . information as to location for a('gitirin( a (ropy of this . This Awareness Itid -
icates I .hat this as also available liming]] Di' . Heier's organiralicul with co►nmenls l)y l)I', Reter relating, to thi s
Const .iLulion . i `

This Awareness indicates that essenllally, ('anada as that which while more independent in its parts, becaus e
of the greater distance het wee') emit ies, lids mist• of less pop(lkllion and totlre ((Triton!, the population being
more independent than that of the United States,--nevertheless, is also being (bagged along by the same force s
which are attempting to gain greater oppressive control over the United States . This Awareness indicates thi s
essentially stemming from London and New York through the Ituthschihls and the oil ('nutp :nukes and Bolsh -
evik elements .

The Gathering Storm No . iJ-1) : •I .Ilti tram C .A .C . i1t ;ct the c'oncpf Ic text

	

;naihct)(c• from SI'tY(t tl :ll'I', 300 Independence
A)'c•uuo, S L . . Washini;Urn I)(' 21101(3 . rer a copy 1c'oin or ((eh r anti his comments, send stamped addressed envelope (il stamps )
In Dr . Beier Audio Let ter, Suite 1it)92, 1629 K Si, NW . Washington IH' 2(1111lt t

C()SNII(' AWARENESS :

D() I';Xl',( :U`I'i()Nl :ltS, WARDENS, ETC •

CREATE BAD) KAItIti4A IN THEIR WORK ?

t?l il' :S't'iON :

,1 question Flom li .l',, who stales, "Certain clairvoy-
ants have reported !hat ; state c r ::ecutioniirs receive the
same afterlife karma, going hi the dark realms if the y
die Ilnrepenl ;lt etc ., as (to ordinary nlurdelers . Does
this also hold true for 'hose who serve as priso n
guards, jailers, wardens, prison administrators an d
others connected with the direct State imprisonmen t
of entities? Also, if tlic executiourr, prison guard o r
warrior acts from noble or selfless desires, will thi s
prevent (ii't!ati ye Latina ' ?

S 1

This Awareness Iiicli(',ttc,,

	

any of these actions. there is some degree of karmic repercussions to th e
eulities .'1'his Awareness indicates (hat I .hi' motive involved w ll modify that karmic r('ticrt'ussiotl .'I'his Aware -
ness indicates ( ' or exicuiple, an executioner may have as a motive merely the realization that . someone Ituus t
lake the action to pull the switch or wield the ax that rcnucctts this, entity from society Ihrough the act ()I' th e
execution, and the executioner may feel that he or she clues not see anyone else who is willing to take on thi s
occupation, and that it requires great courage In do such : and therefore, the entity may have as a motive th e
impression that he or she is doing society a great favor by helping 1 .o rid society of vermin ( or whatever th e
entity may feel ahont, the victims of hits execution), and the entity's motives may s feel quite self-righteous .

Ttts Awareness indicates that Itte entity may also feel that he is proteciiugscone other potential executione r
from having to take tau this occupation and there l' ore dilly Iris hands, and therefore this particular executione r
is doing a service by preventing someone else from being the exet'illioner, and therl'lore again, (lle executione r,stay feel self-righleous .'IThis Awareness indicates that Ihi s s' are 1yhes of ratinnalization which the executioner
oily accept to hel l ) himself feel hitter about, the occupation .

This Awareness indicates however, there always is Ih ;It concern ahoui whether the txcculiOner would d o
this ii llie exec Iltlolu`r Were idol. being Millet, and would the exec'llltoiler do this action of (Oniilltt down and
pulling 'hill switch it' the executioner llicln ' I know (unsure whether solllt'ul)t' was going to die from III(' action .
and is it poss;t)Ic that (be execu(ioucr simply enjoys legal rluur dci ;' I'Icis Awaicn('ss indicates that thes e questions ;
may also come tip, It uca coliscioilsly to the exl ('lltlollcl', at least illic'tcceei011sit : and (he eiseculthinl'r sta y fin d
within his or her deeper soul, feelings of guilt growing slowly, paillc'Idatle when liil't'(l with Ihe realization o f
life-after-death and a karmic responsibility to those t'ntilit's . This Awareness indica(es however, the executione r
also spreads out that karma among others-'the warder', the guards, the court : ;, the legislature, and the people
who voted for capital punishment .

	

he executioner is a reprc'Sc•Illativ,' ()l all of Ihese . This Awareness indicates
Ihat this entit y Ilic'tolort•, is no' solely responsible, and realizes Ihal he is uuI solely responsible for the iii'tiuil ,

This Awareness indicates that ou the other hand, wherein an entity culnmlts murder, the, action is that which
the entity is largely responsible for, ii' not solely responsible tor, and the karma Therefore cones down in pro-
portion to the respotlsillility placed upon Ili(' one entity . This Awareness indicates in terms of the exceutioncr ,
the responsibility of Ihc' esc'cuticcnel'

	

having pulled the swilcll, the trigger, of the blade which ternlitioted
the life ; bu( . the responsibility for having made the decision thal Lllis life should be terminated lies with th e
courts which t r ied l he individual and found 1110 individual to he ; ;uilt>, and lies with (he legislature which
created Elie laws that said such individuals should be cxcruicd, and lies with the people who voted for the leg-
islature or approved the legislation that asked for the capital punishment, This Awareness indicates ther'ef'ore ,
the karma comes down on all of (best' and is spread ;inning these, and is not as heavy upon the executioner o r
upon die .;mor els and warden of a prison .
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This Awareness indicates that wherein a prison is set up with guards and a warden, containing and holdin g
entities away from society, kidnapping (if that term is appropriate), these entities from society for the protect-
ion of society ; this Awareness indicates that this karma of these entities in the prison,--the guards and the war-
den,- .is not as heavy as it would be for an entity to kidnap another, or to hold prisoners hostage when thes e
prisoners were not violating society, and the kidnapper was the only one violating society . This Awareness ind-
icates that wherein the prison guards and the warden of a prison are hired by society to watch over those elem-
ents which have threatened the society, then society is in part responsible for the detainment of these individ-
uals, of these prisoners ; therefore, the karma is spread about among society . This Awareness indicates that this
not as heavy on each individual as it would be on an individual who was holding segments of society hostag e
when that segment of society had done nothing to deserve such imprisonment .

WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE PROBLE M

OF "HORNINESS"

Some alternatives to the cold shower I

QUESTION :

This question from G .K. of Portland, Oregon, may possibly hav e
been facetious in nature, but it covers a problem that 's probabl y
pretty wide-spread, particularly these days when there's so
many stimulating things around entities :

"A question for Awareness . I need a few suggestions on how to
deal with sexual frustration,--- `horniness' in other words . It 's a
very real problem in my life . The only way I 've found to dea l
with it is a very limited diet of raw fruits and vegetables, alon g
with masturbation . This works, but I'd like to eat pizza an d
burritos and toast and so forth also . "

The Ecstasy of St . Teresa . Marble by Lorenzo
8r:rnini (1598. 1680), genius of the Baroque,
who influenced all of European art in the

COSMIC AWARENESS :

	

future.

This Awareness suggests that you not make this more significant as a prob-
lem than it needs to be . This Awareness indicates that these energies as bein g
natural .

This Awareness suggests that you not make great efforts to control the sex-
ual energies in one way or the other ; that you not attempt to force sexual en-
ergies, nor attempt to inhibit sexual energies . This Awareness suggests that if
you wish to emphasize other areas of your life, it is advisable that you becom e
more physically active . Involve yourself in some kind of sports or physica l
labor whereby much of these energies can be channeled into other levels .
This Awareness indicates that this need not be done simply to overcom e
sexual energies, but rather, this Awareness suggests that the vital energies o f
your system may not be receiving enough physical expression ; therefore may
all be channeled into a kind of overemphasis or obsession with sexual expression .

S . 1)11 .1 )
1nuenlur oldie wideeul phallus

This Awareness indicates that activities of a physical nature can bring various
rewards, -- a stronger body, greater health, greater energies, more interest in other things, and less emotiona l
frustration . This Awareness indicates that wherein not enough physical exercise is being experienced, th e
energies may center in the sexual area and lead to emotional frustration for lack of release of these energies .

****

ED's Note : For more information on masturbation please refer to 'Revelations of Awareness', No . 77 . 1
(Female Masturbation and the Bite Report),$2 .00 from C .A .C .

ARE THERE RADIOACTIVE RATS ON THREE- MILE ISLAND ?
QUESTION :

	

( More on the great cover-up of the Three-Mils Island disaster I

A.M. sent in a clipping he wanted to see if we could check out . It says that around Three-Mile Island nuclea r
power plant they are finding radioactive rodent droppings in uncontaminated buildings, and so forth, on th e
island, but they've released official information that there is no possibility of radiation exposure from a roden t
bite, or a very low possibility of danger to the public livestock or the area ' s food supply . We'd like to ask
Awareness if this is so, and if there is any danger from radioactive rodents and creatures that were on tha t
island?
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COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this in the affirmative . This Aware-
ness indicates that shortly after the Three-Mile Island accident,
there was a great rise in the number of animals being born mut-
ated or deformed . This Awareness indicates that this inform -
ation has been made available through veterinarians in the area ,
but much has been withheld from the public . This Awareness
indicates that some articles had been published in that area ,
released through certain sources . This Awareness indicates how -
ever, the general controlled press did not release much inform-
ation in regards to this . This Awareness indicates that likewise ,
many entities in the area suffered strange and unusual illnesses
after the accident, whereby hair would fall out, extremely hig h
fevers occurred, and in many cases the kidneys and other organ s
of the body would become problems in terms of the function-
ing capability and the entity suffered, in some cases, great pai n
in the joints and muscles .

This Awareness reminds entities of the incident of Kimberl y
Thompson, which was presented through the Cosmic Awareness Communications Newsletter sometime back .*
This Awareness indicates that this was not an isolated case . There were others in the area who also were suffer -
ing from similar and, in many cases, identical symptoms, This Awareness indicates that some of these entities
actually died in the same hospital in which Kimberly Thompson was placed in the area of York, Pennsylvania :
Kimberly Thompson having been removed and treated for radiation contamination, did recover . This Aware-
ness indicates others in the hospital were treated for other illnesses and did not recover .

This Awareness indicates that the entity Alexander Thompson as one who can supply further informatio n
and sources for further investigation in this regard,

***** *
*F:I}'s Notre : for an aceouut of Kimberly `t`hornpson's tragic experience with radiation poisaning and more on the Three-Mlle
Island cover-up, please refer to 'Itevelatiuus of Awareness' No . 79 . 26 (Nuclear Power Plants--The Mushrooming Beast and
How to Close them Down) ;$3 .00 from C .A .C, More information on Alexander Thompson can be found in the Peace College
readings, including No, 80-1.7 ;$ :3 .00 ; and 80 .202 .00, available from C.A .C .




Path Liam said yesterday she i s
publicly opposing nuclear energy he
cause it's "something I think is fright-
ening," even though her father, Presi-
dent Reagan, is "not happy" abou t
her stand .

The ac•tresssinger said at a new s
conferenc e that she has agreed t o
address an anti-nuclear program thi s
Sunday .

She said she had told her fathe r
of her decision, and "it's somethin g
'he's not happy with ." but, she added,
"My father and I, respect each other's
opts ens, and we agreed to disagree . "

Donis would not discuss her con-
versation with the president, nor
would she criticize his other energy
`policies . She said past administration
have shared Reagan's enthusiasm fo r
nuclear power and his lack of suppor t
for renewable energy sources .

"Solar energy and conservatio n
are workable alternatives," Panda said ,
"rand' it is only 9 lack of financin g
that prevents them front becomin g
immediate alternatives ."

INVENTOR.
OF `IlE.

NEUTRON 50MB

PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTE R
JOINS NUCLEAR PROTES T

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. std i.
dent Reagan's daughter Patti', tvls
were featured at the fourth at2siUG i
Survival Sunday, an antinuclear pro -
test at the Hollywood Bowl yesterday .
About 18,000 people attended ' the
event, held in 100degree weather . Pa .
Xis drew a standing ovation from th e
crowd when she attacked nuclea r
power in her one-minute speech . "W e
don't need It," ,she said . "There are
other ways to turn on our lights an d
run our hlow dryers, What we have to
do is take the spirit here today dad
extend It to every day . We are no t
powerlcsr. ." Providing entertainmen t
ai the event were Bruce Springsteen ,
Jackson Browne . Graham Nash an d
bonnie Italtt .

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness Communication s
P .O . Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507 to non-profit organization) . Subscription rata, are available upon request .
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